Sir

I am acquainted by Mr Paris of your having taken Mr Garlick to his house yesterday and the purpose thereof. I am quite ready to resign the Administration entrusted to me by him to you agreeable to your wish and to prevent his being made further miserable as he has of late by the working upon his feelings. I beg if you have any charge to urge against me of dishonesty or of exercising an undue influence over Mr Garlick you will do it with more openness and candour than Hayward has done that I may have the opportunity of refuting it. I recollect the imputation she has endeavoured to injure me with and think it base in the extreme for no conduct of mine has merited such from her. I do not know why als John and myself should have received the treatment we have met with from you ever the last quarter of a year, it appears we are not high enough in the world (according to report) to be visited by your family, your motive however is not that, there was a time when I thought always I should be able to look
up to you as a friend but since we have been in business we have felt the folly of such confidence, the application necessarily obliges us to make - to yourself and Linclia Jacob for our money has made you our enemies, it's well however, sir, pursue the treatment you think most proper towards us and although we feel it we have honest pride sufficient to support us under it. Mr. Farlick informs me of your telling him we have been paid all our money you are well aware of the incorrectness of such statement. I now request to be forthwith settled with and which if not done I shall employ an attorney without further hesitation, it's hard in the extreme to think we have been remaining out of our for upwards of seven years to suit the convenience of persons interested in retaining it to be made out for applying for it at the end of that period

(from D J N, presumably to DPN) (No 165 of the folder dated 29/8/35 seems to be a reply to this)